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Changes in low-level neural 
properties underlie age-dependent 
visual decision making
Elahe Arani1, Raymond van Ee1,2,3 & Richard van Wezel1,4

Aging typically slows down cognitive processes, specifically those related to perceptual decisions. 
However, the neurobiological mechanisms underlying these age-associated changes are still elusive. 
To address this, we studied the effect of aging on both perceptual and binocular rivalry in various 
presentation conditions. Two age groups of participants reported their spontaneous percept switches 
during continuous presentation and percept choices during intermittent presentation. We find no 
significant age effect on the mean and cumulative frequencies of percept switch durations under 
continuous presentation. However, the data show a significant age effect on coefficient of variation, 
ratio of standard deviation to mean of percept durations. Our results also reveal that the alternation 
rate for percept choices significantly declines at an older age under intermittent presentation. The 
latter effect is even more pronounced at shorter inter-stimulus durations. These results together with 
the predictions of existing neural models for bistable perception imply that age-dependency of visual 
perceptual decisions is caused by shifts in neural adaptation and noise, not by a change in inhibition 
strength. Thus, variation in the low-level neural properties, adaptation and noise, cause age-dependent 
properties in visual perceptual decisions.

The strong growth of the aging population will be accompanied by increasing numbers of people suffering from 
age-related dysfunctional cognitive processes. Understanding the underlying mechanisms of age-related cognitive 
decline is therefore essential in our aging society1. Earlier studies have demonstrated slower cognitive processes 
in older adults2. An important fundamental cognitive process that changes with age is visual perceptual decision 
making3. However, the underlying neural mechanisms remain unclear. We approach this problem by studying 
age-dependent perception of bistable visual stimuli, because much is known about the underlying mechanisms 
of bistable perception4. Bistable perception is a phenomenon in which perception switches between two rivaling 
interpretations of an unchanging stimulus5,6. There are two well-known forms of bistable perception: perceptual 
rivalry and binocular rivalry. Perceptual rivalry of ambiguous figures, such as the Necker cube, leads to alterna-
tions between two possible pictorial interpretations, whereas binocular rivalry involves perceptual alternations 
between two distinct images in the two eyes. Several neurobiological factors play a key role in perceptual and 
binocular rivalry: neural noise7,8, adaptation of the neural populations coding for the two different percepts9,10, 
and cross-inhibition of two competing neural populations11,12. Previously, it has been shown that older adults 
compared to young adults experience longer switch durations for perceptual rivalry13–15 as well as for binocular 
rivalry16,17. However, the role of these neural factors are still unclear.

It is well established that the minimal neurobiological factors to explain underlying mechanisms of bista-
ble visual perception are cross-inhibition, adaptation (and/or short-term synaptic depression) and noise18–25. If 
cross-inhibition would be the only factor, the first perceived percept should always remain dominant, but this is 
not happening in practice26,27. To explain percept switches, spike frequency adaptation (SFA) is added in many 
models for bistable visual perception. Spike frequency adaptation leads to a reduction in the firing frequency of 
neural responses after an initial increase28, and therefore, the neural population for the other percept can become 
dominant. In other models, noise causes the switches between alternative percepts29. Other studies suggest that 
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the serial correlations of percept durations can be explained specifically by noise in adaptation, but not by noise 
in cross-inhibition30.

Since it is difficult to study the role of cross-inhibition, adaptation and noise separately, we concentrate on 
varying one of the factors by using different experimental conditions: continuous presentation and intermittent 
presentation of visual stimuli. During continuous presentation, the bistable stimulus is constantly presented and 
a participant is instructed to report percept switches. During intermittent presentation, the bistable stimulus is 
presented for short presentation durations interrupted by an inter-stimulus interval with no stimulus presented 
and a participant is instructed to report the percept choice for each stimulus presentation. It has been shown that 
the percept choices are fundamentally different form percept switches31–34, and depend crucially on a formerly 
neglected, near-threshold interaction effect between the local adaptation mechanism and a small neural base-
line18. A neural model showed that percept choices intervene depending on the combination of bias in activation 
and adaptation states of both populations in the brief time between onset and the perception, whereas percept 
switches take place when a slow, noisy accumulation of adaptation in the dominant percept gradually reduces its 
stability until any small noise can trigger a fast switch into opposite percept35. It has not only been shown that 
intermittent presentation recruits higher processing regions compared to continuous presentation36, but it also 
elicits no alternations at longer inter-stimulus intervals (>1 sec), which is often referred to as perceptual mem-
ory37,38. The differences between continuous and intermittent presentation predict different effects for changes in 
cross-inhibition, adaptation, and noise.

First, we focus on the inhibition factor by studying the cumulative frequency of mean percept durations 
in percept switch conditions. According to existing neural models, more inhibition leads to slower perceptual 
dynamics and hence longer percept durations39,40. The Cumulative frequency of percept durations should thus 
look like Fig. 1a. Second, we study the role of noise by analyzing the coefficient of variation (CV) of the percept 
durations in the percept switch conditions24. CV is defined by the standard deviation of percept durations divided 
by the mean, i.e. the slope of the linear regression line. Without noise (only adaptation), the switches would be 
completely deterministic, so there is no fluctuation in percept duration over time and the coefficient of variation is 
equal to zero. However, with only noise (no adaptation), the percept durations would have an exponential distri-
bution, and therefore the coefficient of variation approaches one (see Fig. 1b). Finally, we focus on the adaptation 
factor by investigating the alternation rate in the percept choice condition18,41. It is also known that neural adap-
tation decreases with aging and slower adaptation causes a neuronal population to inhibit itself slower, therefore, 
leading to slower perceptual dynamics42 (Fig. 1c). Our study could thus in principle allow us to assess the relative 
contributions from the different neural factors to age-dependent perceptual decisions.

Even though similar dynamics of perceptual and binocular rivalry have been used as evidence for similar 
underlying neural mechanisms, some studies have shown that binocular rivalry, compared to perceptual rivalry, 
involves a more automatic and stimulus-driven form of visual competition occurring at lower levels of the visual 
pathway43–46. We, therefore, employed four different stimuli divided into two experiments, so that there was one 
perceptual and one binocular stimulus in each experiment (Fig. 2). Experiment 1 (Exp1) consisted of an ambig-
uously moving structure from motion (SFM) sphere (moving perceptual rivalry) and static gratings presented 
in two eyes with orthogonal orientations (static binocular rivalry) and Exp2 consisted of a Necker cube (static 
perceptual rivalry) and drifting gratings with orthogonal orientations for the two eyes (moving binocular rivalry). 
Forty-two and thirty-one participants performed the experiments in a random order in Exp1 and Exp2, respec-
tively. We calculated mean and CV of percept duration in percept switch conditions, and the alternation rate in 
percept choice conditions. We also computed the two eyes’ dominance biases relative to one another during bin-
ocular rivalry stimuli (chronic bias, see below). In our analyses, the participants were divided into a young (<31) 
and an old (>45) age-group.

Figure 1. Role of neural factors in visual perceptual decisions. Predictions based on neural models of bistability 
by varying cross-inhibition, adaptation, and noise level. (a) Cumulative frequency of percept durations with 
weak (light blue) to strong inhibition (dark blue), (b) coefficient of variation in percept switch conditions 
with no noise (pure adaptation; light blue) to pure noise (no adaptation; dark blue), and (c) alternation rate 
for different inter-stimulus intervals (Toff) of intermittently presented bistable stimuli. The dark blue color 
indicates constant adaptation that is not changing during the inter-stimulus interval. The lighter lines indicate 
less adaptation up to no adaptation at all.
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Results
For continuous presentation, our data did not show a difference between the age groups in mean percept duration 
for any of the four stimuli (with p = 0.53, p = 0.48, p = 0.77, and p = 0.53 for SFM sphere, static gratings, Necker 
cube, and drifting gratings, respectively) (Fig. 3a,b). For young adults, the mean percept duration for perceptual 
rivalry appeared to be slightly larger than for binocular rivalry. In addition, we found no difference in shape (a) 

Figure 2. Visual stimuli and experimental procedure. Stimuli: (a) structure from motion (SFM) sphere, 
(b) binocular rivalry of static gratings presented in the left and right eye, (c) Necker cube, and (d) binocular 
rivalry of drifting gratings presented in the left and right eye. (e) Experimental procedure for the percept 
choice condition: stimuli were presented intermittently with various inter-stimulus durations (upper panel) 
for one-second stimuli duration. During each stimulus presentation, the participants reported the perceived 
percept (lower panel). Two subsequent similar percepts are defined as a repetition, and two subsequent different 
percepts are defined as an alternation.

Figure 3. Mean and cumulative frequency of percept durations for perceptual and binocular rivalry in percept 
switch condition is not consistently and significantly different for the two age groups. (a,b) The mean perception 
durations, (c,d) the cumulative frequency of percept durations for both age groups (young in blue and old in 
red) in the continuous presentation for participants in Exp1 and Exp2, respectively. Error bars represent ±1 
SEM.
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and scale (b) parameters of Gamma distributions fitted to the percept duration for age groups (Avg. (a,b) = (6.50, 
10.60), (4.29, 4.91), (2.28, 6.61), and (3.14, 3.58) for young group, and Avg. (a,b) = (2.71, 11.40), (4.04, 3.66), (3.51, 
2.73), and (2.99, 4.03) for old group in SFM sphere, static gratings, Necker cube, and drifting gratings, respec-
tively). Importantly, there was no consistent age effect on the cumulative frequencies for our participants in Exp1 
and there was no significant age effect for participants in Exp2 (Fig. 3c,d).

We demonstrate the influence of noise and adaptation on switches by calculating the coefficient of variation 
(CV), which is a measure of the balance between noise and adaptation (Fig. 4). The data show a larger CV for 
younger compared to older adults, which indicates stronger effect of noise for the young age group. To determine 
whether the CV of two groups differ significantly, we used a statistical approach to obtain the p-value from F 
ratio of group fits and the fit of pooled data (see Methods). We found a significant effect of age on CV for all 
stimuli (p < 0.05 for static gratings, and p < 0.0001 for the other stimuli). Our analysis of CV’s suggests that the 
age-related changes in dynamics of percept switches are at least partly due to changes in the strength of noise and 
adaptation.

Having discussed the dynamics of percept switches, we now turn to the dynamics of percept choices. To exam-
ine the effects of age on these dynamics, we calculated the alternation rate for various inter-stimulus durations 
(Toff) and different age groups for both perceptual and binocular rivalry (Fig. 5). Stimuli were presented intermit-
tently with various Toff for one-second stimulus presentation (Ton), which during each Ton, the participants 
reported the perceived percept. Two subsequent different percepts are defined as an alternation. We used a 
two-way ANOVA to test the influence of age group and Toff on alternation probability. For the SFM sphere 
(Fig. 5a), both the effects of age groups (p < 0.0001) and Toff (p < 0.0001) were strong, the significant interaction 
was evident between the two factors (p < 0.001). First and foremost, note that the alternation probability for the 
SFM sphere decreases with Toff. Second, the alternation probability for the two age groups converge. The data for 
the SFM sphere point to a clear role of adaptation plus noise (as opposed to inhibition, thus supporting the results 
of the aforementioned continuous presentation data): the change of alternation probability over time reveals a 
role of adaptation with time because, at larger Toff, the adaptation effect washes out. T-tests shows a significant 
age effect at shorter Toffs (125 and 250 ms) for all four stimuli; p-value = 0.01, 1.6e-6, 0.008, and 4e-5 for SFM 
sphere, static gratings, Necker cube, and drifting gratings, respectively. Since the more pronounced age-related 
differences in alternation probability is at the shorter Toff, we conclude that the adaptation component plays a 
relatively larger role in the effect of age in the dynamics of the perceptual decisions (supporting results on CV; 
Fig. 4). Results for the static gratings were similar. A two-way ANOVA disclosed strong effects of age groups 
(p < 0.0001), Toff (p < 0.0001) and the presence of a significant interaction between the two (p < 0.005). Results 
for the Necker cube and drifting gratings are slightly different at longer Toff. A two-way ANOVA revealed strong 
effects of age groups (p < 0.0001) and Toff (p < 0.0001), whereas there were no significant interactions between 

Figure 4. The coefficient of variation (CV) reveals a consistent aging effect on the mean percept duration in the 
switch percept condition for perceptual and binocular rivalry. CV is defined as the standard deviation of percept 
durations divided by the mean of percept durations, which is equal to the slope of linear regression lines. The effect 
of age on CV for all stimulus is significant, with p < 0.05 for static gratings, and p < 0.0001 for the other stimuli.
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the two factors (p 0 50= .  and = .p 0 61 for Necker cube and drifting gratings, respectively). Convergence might 
thus take place at a longer Toff. In summary, the young age group exhibited larger alternation probability than the 
old age group. At longer Toff, the alternation probability declined and at the shorter Toff, the difference in alter-
nation probability between age groups was more pronounced.

To determine whether the difference in the dynamics of perceptual decision is caused by eye deterioration due 
to aging, we computed the chronic bias with the data of binocular rivalry (see Methods) in both experiments for 
both age groups (Fig. 6). Chronic bias indicates one eye’s bias in dominance irrespective of perceptual history 
which shows a long-term, intrinsic bias for a given perceptual state47. A two-way ANOVA revealed a significant 
main effect of the Toff (p 0 05< . ) for both experiments. The interaction between both age and Toff was not sig-
nificant (  .p 0 96 and .p 0 67  for Ex.1 and Ex.2, respectively), indicating that age does not have a significant 
effect on chronic bias at different Toff conditions. Also, an ANOVA did not show any significant age effect on the 
average chronic bias over all participants in each age group during the switch percept conditions ( = .p 0 88 and 

= .p 0 21 for the participant in Ex.1 and Ex.2, respectively). Here, we showed that the decrease in the alternation 
rate with aging is highly unlikely to be caused by eye deterioration.

Discussion
To investigate the effect of age on perceptual decisions, we examined percept switches and percept choices for 
different age groups, and for different visual stimuli. While the effect of age on mean percept duration and cumu-
lative frequency of percept switches during continuous stimulation was insignificant for the visual stimuli that we 
used, the data showed that the alternation rate of percept choices under intermittent stimulus presentation and 
the coefficient of variation under continuous presentation decreased with age. Based upon our findings and the 
model-based predictions in Fig. 1, we argue that reduced neural adaptation and noise cause the age-dependency 
in perceptual decision. We also argue that this age-dependency cannot be simply explained by differences in eye 
deterioration, especially for the older age group.

We interpret our results that age-dependency of visual decisions is not correlated with changes in inhibition 
between two competing neural populations representing two possible percepts. However, it has previously been 
hypothesized that slower dynamics for older people is caused by increased inhibitory activity in visual cortex39, 
but no arguments were provided to exclude the role of adaptation and/or noise. There are observations using 
post-mortem brains of an age-related decline in gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) transporters in human cor-
tex48. However, this was only found in frontal cortex and it is known that GABA transporter densities are highly 
variable in human cortex49. Further studies on GABA transporters in visual cortex in different age groups are 
needed to confirm our conclusions.

Figure 5. Alternation probability in percept choice condition declines with age and at longer Toff. Average 
alternation probability for all participants divided into two young (blue) and old (red) age groups as a function 
of Toff (Ton = 1 s in all conditions). Error bars represent ±1 SEM. A profound effect of age is evident in all four 
conditions.
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We found that the ratio of standard deviation to mean (CV) of percept durations significantly decreases 
by aging. Additionally, alternation rate decreased with age and this decline is even stronger at the shorter 
inter-stimulus durations. These two results demonstrate the age-dependent variation in adaptation and noise. In 
line with our findings, it has been shown that aging might reduce the variability of activity across larger areas of 
cortex50 and that increased readiness of adaptation is accompanied by faster alternation rates for children in bin-
ocular rivalry42. Further non-invasive neural measurement, e.g. EEG, might be needed to address the age-related 
neural noise.

We studied visual decision making with both binocular and perceptual rivalry. These two perceptual deci-
sion making tasks have been studied extensively, also in relation to aging. We find similar effects of aging on 
both perceptual and binocular rivalry, which is evidence for similar underlying neural mechanisms. However, 
some studies have shown that binocular rivalry, compared to perceptual rivalry, involves a more automatic and 
stimulus-driven form of visual competition occurring at lower levels of the visual pathway43–46. A seminal exten-
sive study with 252 participants ranging from 5-year-old to 95-year-old showed that the number of switches 
during continuous presentation in perceptual rivalry are about equal for young and old age groups13. While some 
more recent studies reported that younger adults exhibit a larger number of switches than older adults during 
continuous presentation of visual rivalry15,17,42, our results are consistent with the older seminal study13.

Our measurements rely only on subjective responses, and does not include attentional control26,51,52 or 
eye-movement control53,54. Therefore, effects of eye movements and/or attention on our results can not be 
excluded. An effect of eye movements and attentional control would imply, however, that the younger group has 
different eye movement or attentional strategies to perform the task than the older group. From our measure-
ments or the literature, we have no evidence that this might hold.

We showed for perceptual decisions that cognitive decline is the result of low-level changes of neural activity 
(i.e., adaptation and noise). These results might be highly relevant for our aging society, because it could provide 
a more mechanistic account of aging and inspiration for new research directions. We suggest to repeat our anal-
yses across different tasks and different stimuli, accompanying with a (non-invasive) neural activity measuring 
technique to confirm our neurobiological hypothesis and investigate it in further detail. Our interpretations of the 
results might be debatable and one can take it as a further starting point for new studies to falsify our hypotheses.

Methods
Visual Stimulus. In this study, we used four different bistable stimuli: the rotating structure from motion 
(SFM) sphere, Necker cube, and binocular rivalry of static or moving sinusoidal gratings.

Figure 6. Aging does not affect the chronic bias. Chronic biases for participants of (a,b) Exp.1 based on static 
gratings and (c,d) Exp.2 based on drifting gratings. (a,c) are for the percept choice conditions and (b,d) are for 
the percept switch conditions. Error bars represent 1±  SEM. chronic bias shows a long-term, intrinsic bias for a 
given perceptual state. The data in these experiments do not reveal an age-related difference in chronic bias 
between two age groups.
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An ambiguously rotating structure-from-motion (SFM) sphere was composed of two transparent layers of 
random white dot patterns on a black background moving in opposite directions with a sinusoidal speed profile 
(Fig. 2a). Due to structure-from-motion effects, these moving dots created the vivid impression of a three- 
dimensional rotating sphere55,56. The dots were 2.8 arcmin and moved with a sinusoidal speed profile with a peak 
angular speed of 60 degrees/second. The luminance of the white dots was 21.7 cd m/ 2 and background luminance 
was 0.13 cd m/ 2; the dot density was 40 dots per squared visual degree. The dot lifetime was infinite, but at the start 
of each stimulus presentation, the dots were randomly positioned to prevent tracking individual dots over stimulus 
presentations.

Two orthogonally oriented gratings presented binocularly had spatial frequencies of 1.75 cycles/degree and were 
tilted clockwise (right eye) and anti-clockwise (left eye) with an angle of 45 degrees, while the orientation remained the 
same for each eye throughout the whole experiment. A sinusoidal contrast function was applied for the formation of 
alternating white and black stripes. The gratings (Fig. 2b) were overlaid with a Gaussian mask (σ = .0 5 degree) to blend 
in the edges of the gratings with the gray background. In the first experiment the gratings were stationary, and in the 
second experiment, the gratings were moving upward (right eye) and downward (left eye; Fig. 2d).

The Necker cube has been among the most studied bistable ambiguous stimuli44,57,58 which is alternately per-
ceived as if it was viewed from above and from below (Fig. 2c). The luminance of the white lines was 21.7 cd m/ 2 
and background luminance was 0.13 cd m/ 2.

The stimuli had sizes of 2.4 degrees in diameter with a red fixation square ( . × .4 2 4 2 arcmin) in its center. They 
were presented on a 22 inch CRT screen (LaCie Electron 22 blue IV) with a resolution of 1600 1200×  pixels (or a 
size of ×390 295 millimeters) and a refresh rate of 100 Hz. In a completely dark room, participants viewed the 
stimuli through a mirror stereoscope, at a distance of 100 cm from the screen. They reported their visual percept 
by using the left or right arrow of the keyboard. To support correct binocular fusion of the images, in the first 
experiment, rivalry stimuli were accompanied by a visual reference in periphery presented to both eyes, whereas, 
in the second experiment, the checkerboard was replaced by four surrounding cross-hairs (with a size of 
. × .0 975 0 062 degrees) that were added at a distance of 1.45 degree. The experiments were programmed in 

MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc. 2014b) using PsychToolbox_3.

Experimental Protocol. For all four stimuli, the experiments contained a percept switch (continuous pres-
entation) and a percept choice (intermittent presentation) condition. To inform the participants of the upcoming 
condition, instructions were presented on the screen before the start of each block. In the percept switch blocks, 
participants reported their percept in the beginning and later when their percept switched to the other percept. In 
the percept choice blocks, participants had to report their first percept after each stimulus onset (Fig. 2e). As it has 
been shown that the influence of stimulus duration (Ton) on alternation probabilities is quite small for these ambig-
uous stimuli26, we only varied the inter-stimulus duration (Toff = 125, 250, 500, 1000 and 2000 milliseconds) and 
used a fixed one-second stimulus duration. Together with the continuous presentation condition, this resulted in six 
different conditions each presented twice in pseudo-random order in blocks of two minutes duration for each stim-
ulus. The total duration of each experiment, therefore, was ×2 24 minutes. The participants were asked to always 
report the most dominant percept. Before the experimented started, participants performed a two minutes trial 
experiment and the experimenter checked whether they could perceive and report the percepts properly. The exper-
imental protocol was approved by the Radboud Ethical committee (ECSW2016-2208-41).

Participants. In both experiments, participants were recruited from the students, employees, retired per-
sons of Radboud University and some local seniors. All volunteers had normal (or corrected to normal) vision 
(Table 1). Participants were asked to adjust the position of the dichoptic mirrors of the stereoscope to get an 
entirely aligned image. They passively watched the screen and reported their percept by pressing either the left or 
the right arrow on the keyboard, corresponding to the percept. Participants gave their informed consent and the 
experiments were in accordance with the Radboud University ethics and safety guidelines.

Data Analysis. For the percept switch conditions, the average percept duration was calculated in each block. 
A key press identical to the previous one was considered as a continuation of the percept. The last registered 
key-response within a block was ignored because it was truncated by the end of the trial, as it contains no reliable 
information about the duration of the percept. We then fitted a Gamma distribution, because shape and scale 
parameters can be informative about the underlying neural process59. We finally used the mean percept duration 
to create the cumulative percept duration histograms of both age groups.

We determined the standard deviation of percept durations versus the mean percept durations for each par-
ticipant. We fitted a linear regression to each group where the slopes represent the corresponding coefficients of 
variation (CV). To determine whether CV between two age groups differ significantly, we used a generalized 

Female Male Young Old

No. Age No. Age No. Age No. Age

Stimuli: SFM sphere and static gratings

Exp.1 20 34.6 ± 17.7 22 46.6 ± 19.8 21 22.7 ± 3.8 21 59.2 ± 8.4

Stimuli: Necker cube and drifting gratings

Exp.2 13 33.2 ± 18.0 18 42.0 ± 19.4 17 21.8 ± 2.4 14 58.4 ± 6.2

Table 1. Participants’ information.
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F-test to compare two different sets of data60. First, the two groups are analyzed separately, with residual sum of 
squares SS SS SSgroup old young= +  and the number of degrees freedom = +df df dfgroup old young . Second, the pooled 
data is analyzed and yields values SSpool and dfpool. Then, the statistical significance of the improvement is determined 
from the F ratio calculated as

F
SS SS df df

SS df

( )/( )

/ (1)

pool group pool group

group group

=
− −

.

To interpret the meaning of this F value, a statistical table is used to convert to a p-value, in which the numer-
ator and the denominator have df dfpooled grouped−  and dfgrouped degrees of freedom, respectively. A small p-value 
(corresponded to a large F value) indicates that the separate fit is much better than the pooled fit.

We also analyzed data based on a perceptual index (chronic bias), which is defined as the property of single 
percepts47. The chronic bias is defined as the difference between the probability in predominance of one eye’s 
stimulus and the other eye’s stimulus in determining the perceived stimulus. In other words, the chronic bias 
indicates one eye’s bias irrespective of perceptual history. It ranges from −1 to +1 and is zero when there is no 
bias. For the continuous presentation, the duration of the right-eye percept divided by the total percept duration 
is defined as the probability of the right-eye.

For the percept choice conditions, two subsequent stimulus presentations with different responses are defined 
as an alternation (Fig. 3e), and the fraction of the total number of alternations (alternation probability) was cal-
culated. Participants were instructed to respond only once during the one-second stimulus duration. If multiple 
key-presses were given, the first response was taken as the response and later ones were excluded. Trials in which 
the participant failed to respond were also excluded, along with their preceding and subsequent trials.
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